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Disclaimer for Forward-Looking Statements
The information contained in this Annual Report includes
forward-looking statements that are based on
management’s view formed from the information available at
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the time of issue. These forward-looking statements involve
risks and uncertainties. Actual results may be materially
different from those discussed in the forward-looking
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statements. The factors that may affect Japan Display Inc.’s
actual results include, but are not limited to, changes in the
display market and industry environment, changes in
technologies and design, problems related to supply of key
material and manufacturing equipment, loss of or decreased
demand from key customers, changes in exchange rates,
general economic conditions and natural disasters.
Japan Display Inc. assumes no obligation to update or,
except in the limited circumstances required by the Tokyo
Stock Exchange, announce publicly any revision to any of
the forward-looking statements.
Unless otherwise specified in this Annual Report, the
information herein is as of March 31, 2014.
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JDI Vision

At JDI our emphasis is on imagination and creativity.
We are defined by one aim: to bring new value into the world
by providing people with a live interface that truly inspires.

Top Message
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(1) Listing on TSE

Listed on First Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange in March 2014

The JDI Group in Transition
■ At the time of establishment (September 13, 2011)

Japan Display Inc. (JDI) was founded in April 2012

implemented large-scale cost improvements.

through the integration of the small and medium

These steps, along with unification of the

display businesses of three companies: Sony

decision-making structure and the rapid integration

Mobile Display, Toshiba Mobile Display and Hitachi

of personnel and IT systems, led to a greater

Displays, and an equity investment from Innovation

strategic focus among employees. As a result,

Network Corporation of Japan (INCJ). Some

new manufacturing lines ramped up quickly and

people outside of JDI expected that blending the

sales and earnings have demonstrated swift

diverse corporate cultures of the three companies

growth. The combination of these efforts paid off in

would be difficult. However, after integration the

March 2014 when JDI achieved a listing on the

management of the new company quickly moved

Tokyo Stock Exchange, a success rapidly gained

to accelerate the speed of management decisions,

slightly less than two years after the three

synergized the three companies' technologies, and

companies came together.

INCJ
100%

Former JDI
Sony
Corporation

Toshiba
Corporation

100%

99.9%

Sony Mobile Display
Corporation

All stock passed to
Hitachi, Ltd. in March 2012

Hitachi, Ltd.

Became a wholly owned
subsidiary in March 2012

Canon Inc.

24.9%

75.1%

Toshiba Mobile Display
Co., Ltd.

24.9%

Hitachi Displays, Ltd.
Hitachi Display Products, Ltd.

■ At the time of integration (March 30, 2012)

Japan Display East Inc.’s name
was changed on April 1, 2012

Sony
Corporation

INCJ
70%

Toshiba
Corporation

10%

Hitachi, Ltd.

10%

10%

Former JDI
100%

100%

Japan Display West Inc.

100%

Japan Display Central Inc.

Continues to exist

Japan Display East Inc.
Japan Display East
Products Co., Ltd.

■ At the time of consolidation (April 1, 2013)
INCJ
69.6%

Sony
Corporation
9.9%

Shuichi Otsuka

Toshiba
Corporation

Hitachi, Ltd.

9.9%

9.9%

Others
0.7%

JDI

President and Chief Executive Officer
Japan Display Inc.
■ After IPO (March 19, 2014)
INCJ
35.6%

Sony
Corporation

Toshiba
Corporation

1.8%

1.8%

JDI

Others
59.0%

Hitachi, Ltd.
1.8%
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Growth in demand for low temperature

production in June 2012, and in June 2013 the

Strengthen our position in and develop the

poly-silicon (LTPS) displays brought significant rise

industry's first G6 LTPS LCD line at the Mobara Plant

LTPS market

in YoY sales and earnings.

began mass production. With these new production

However, after listing, JDI’s earnings forecast

lines, JDI was able to boost sales. The Mobara G6 line

One of JDI's corporate strategies is to leverage our core

had to be revised downward

initially had difficulty achieving higher yields but made

technologies in LTPS, IPS (in-plane switching), touch

significant improvements by the end of FY 2013.

integration (in-cell) and low-power consumption

In FY 2013, higher demand from key customers and

As a result, our financial results in FY 2013 were

solutions to focus on developing the new LTPS market,

greater demand for higher resolution and larger

significantly higher than the previous year but, to my

strengthen our industry-leading manufacturing

smartphone displays brought growth in shipments and

regret, lower than JDI's forecast issued at the time of the

capabilities, and intensify our cost competitiveness.

higher unit prices, resulting in substantial YoY sales

company's stock listing. Actual results showed

LTPS technology enables us to produce high-resolution

growth. In particular, demand in China was strong due

consolidated net sales falling short by 8.8 billion yen and

displays at low cost. This, we believe, will result in high

to sales of HD720 (720 x 1,280 pixels) or higher

operating profit short by 2.8 billion yen compared with

barriers to market entry and the solidification of our

resolution displays and 5-inch or larger-size displays to

our forecast. Two reasons explain the shortfall: 1)

strong market position.

Chinese smartphone makers. Also, JDI launched a new

requests from a customer at the end of March to delay

market by becoming the first LCD supplier to begin

shipments of fully-customized products until April or later,

to new markets. Among our achievements, in 2012 we

shipments of LTPS displays for tablets. In order to meet

and 2) a reduction of scheduled product shipments when

led the industry in bringing Full-HD (1,080 x 1,920

this expanded demand, the Nomi Plant's 5.5th

a steep price decline for HD720 panels due to apparent

pixels) displays to the smartphone market while in 2013

generation, or G5.5, LTPS LCD line began mass

aggressive price cutting by a-Si players led to complex

we began shipping the industry's first LTPS LCD for

price negotiations. In our view, it was better not to further

tablets. In 2014, we continue to break new ground. In

lower market prices by following in the footsteps of

China we are promoting LTPS display applications for

competitors who were less focused on profitability.

medium price-range smartphones, a volume segment in

In FY 2013 consolidated net sales were 614.6

Mobara Plant – the world’s first G6 LTPS line

JDI's technology capabilities are opening the way

the China market. We are seeking to expand our share

billion yen (up 34.4% YoY) and operating income was

of the China market by inviting Mr. Jeff Hsu, the former

27.6 billion yen (versus 1.8 billion yen in FY 2012). Net

vice president of Innolux Corporation, who has a great

profit was 33.9 billion yen (versus 3.9 billion yen)

deal of knowledge and experience in China's display

following recognition of deferred tax assets related to

market, to become the CEO of our new wholly-owned

net operating losses carried forward and other factors.

subsidiary Taiwan Display Inc. (TDI). We established this

Top Message
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(3) Business Strategy

subsidiary in November 2013 and expect it to become

A stronger business base through a robust

fully operational in 2014. While JDI's business centers

automotive business

on fully-customized products, TDI is going to
concentrating on semi-customized products for China's

The displays installed in successive new releases of

volume-segment market. JDI supplies specific types of

mobile devices often require about six months to one

standardized display cells manufactured at JDI's fabs to

year from design-in to mass production, and the same

TDI, and in turn TDI designs and assembles modules

amount of time may be expected for the lifetime of mass

using the cells to provide semi-customized solutions to

production. In contrast, since the automotive market

Chinese customers. Also, our reach into China's market

requires high-quality displays that can meet certain

should expand further based on our FY 2014

safety standards, automotive displays require 1-4 years

second-half plan to introduce cost-competitive,

from design-in to mass production and remain in mass

integrated touch function displays called Pixel Eyes™.

production for 3-7 years, sometimes as long as 10
years. For this reason one-time automotive contracts
have the potential to make a long-term contribution to

Growth potential of small and medium display market *

forecast* for automotive display shipments based on the

266

1,200
800
400

990

0
Other

Asia (excluding China)

China

*Source: Strategy Analytics (March 2014)

Europe & North America

11.4 %

66.5

from increase in
applications
and demand

50

0

2013

2018 (Forecast)

CID*1

increase customer support for automotive products, in
(CY)

June 2014 we opened an office in the Detroit, Michigan
metropolitan area. JDI believes that automotive displays
will contribute a steady stream of earnings and help
offset the volatility of the mobile business, becoming a
core business over the medium term.
*Source: NPD DisplaySearch (April 2014)

(CY)

*Source: Strategy Analytics (March 2014)

that more than double our FY 2013 sales amount. To

416
2018 (Forecast)

CAGR of

goal for FY 2018 is to achieve automotive display sales

500

320

2013

100

well as the global expansion of auto vehicle sales. JDI's

150

329

114.1

increasing number of displays mounted per vehicle as

372

190

(Million units)

150

earnings. Also, an 11.4% annual growth through 2018 is

1,554

(Million units)

1,600

Growth of automotive display market *

*1 CID: Center Information Display
*2 Cluster: Instrument Panel

Cluster *2

Mirror
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Pixel EyesTM / Taiwan Display Inc.

■Increase Sales of Pixel EyesTM

■Reinforce Competitiveness in the China Market

We will aggressively bring to market Pixel Eyes , our proprietary
display product that features an in-cell touch function to drastically
reduce production costs.

We have constructed a new production and sales structure through our
subsidiary in Taiwan to capture rising demand for smartphones
from the China market.

Pixel EyesTM – a display module with integrated touch panel

JDI established Taiwan Display Inc. (TDI) in November 2013 to boost its share and

Pixel Eyes™ is a proprietary display module designed and manufactured by JDI that

expand the use of LTPS LCD in the growing smartphone market in China. Displays for

integrates a touch panel for operating a smartphone or tablet by finger or pen into the

medium price-range smartphones, currently mainly HD720, are in intense price

TM

LCD panel (cell). Without the need for a discrete touch panel, Pixel Eyes™ is thinner and

competition among players with different technologies, LTPS, a-Si, OLED and metal

lighter weight than a conventional display, while featuring enhanced touch sensitivity. Pixel

oxide semiconductor. Therefore, TDI plans to increase sales primarily of

Eyes™ is being adopted for high-end smartphones because of its superior features.

semi-customized Pixel Eyes™, which offers excellent cost advantages. JDI
manufactures specific types of standardized display cells (front-end manufacturing) for

Drastic production cost reduction

TDI consisting of a limited line of panel sizes and resolutions. TDI customizes displays in

Pixel Eyes™ does not require a discrete touch panel, reducing procurement costs.

back-end manufacturing with designs tailored to the required specifications of individual

Large-scale additional investments for manufacturing are unnecessary and there is

customers. Module assembly will be carried out by Star World Technology Corporation

almost no impact on production yield. Therefore, Pixel Eyes™ has cost advantages

(STC), a module manufacturer whose production line is located in Zhuhai, China. TDI

over conventional display modules.

acquired STC in June 2014 for low-cost back-end manufacturing.

JDI is aggressively offering Pixel Eyes™ for the high-volume middle price range of

JDI plans to use its front-end production lines to manufacture standardized panels

smartphones, especially in the China market. We also plan to sell Pixel Eyes™ for

for TDI during the January to March quarter and April to June quarter, when demand for

tablet devices in the near future. We anticipate that shipment units of Pixel Eyes™ will

fully customized products tends to wane. This structure offers the merit of leveling

rise by nearly four-fold year on year in FY 2014.

capacity utilization throughout the year.

Discrete Touch Module

Conventional

Integrated Touch Module

Business Model of TDI
JDI
(Front end
production)

Standardized
panels

TDI
(Design/Sales)

Semicustomized
displays

Cost competitive assembly and
quick customization

STC
(Back end
production)

Middle price range
smartphone maket
(China, etc.)
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Financial Graphs

Net sales

Operating income/Operating margin

Net income/Net income margin

(Billion yen)
800

(Billion yen)
40

(Billion yen)
40

614.6

600

Net sales

34.4 %
UP

457.4
400
200
0

FY 2012

4.5

30

27.6

20
10

0.4

1.5

1.8
FY 2013

FY 2012
Operating income

EBITDA/EBITDA margin
(Billion yen)
120

(%)
20

90.3

90
60

14.7

10

8.5

38.7

30
0

FY 2012
EBITDA

15

5

FY 2013

1449.3%
UP

0

53.3

FY 2013

3.9

FY 2012
Net income

FY 2013

0
-100
-200

39.7

-29.7

600

-83.2

-155.4
-185.1
FY 2012

-122.9
FY 2013

Operating cash flow
Free cash flow

Investment cash flow

0

772.2 %
UP

0

759.0

Total assets

615.1

405.1

400
200

Net income

Net income margin

(Billion yen)
100

23.4 %UP
Net assets

60.7%UP

252.1

FY 2012

FY 2013

Total assets

Net assets

Debt/equity ratio, Net debt/equity ratio
(%)
30

-10

FY 2012

0

2.0

0.9

Total assets/Net assets

0

15

4.0

(Billion yen)
800

10

41.0

5.5

10

(%)
8.0
6.0

20

Operating margin

26.3

25.3

20

45

33.9

30

Cash flow

0

Shareholders’ equity ratio

0

133.2 %
UP

Operating income

EBITDA margin

(%)
60

30

EBITDA

4.5
3.0

0

FY 2013

(%)
6.0

* On April 1, 2013 Japan Display East, Inc. merged with former
Japan Display Inc.(“former JDI”), Japan Display Central Inc.,
Japan Display West Inc. and Japan Display East Products Co.,
Ltd. As the surviving entity, Japan Display East Inc. changed its

-1.4

-9.6
FY 2012
Debt/equity ratio

FY 2013
Net debt/equity ratio

trading name to Japan Display Inc. (“JDI”) on the same day.
“FY 2012” in the above graph shows the consolidated financial
results for the former JDI, which was the holding company and
substantial predecessor of JDI before the merger.
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Financial Summary

Overview of fiscal year 2013

automotive display business, JDI concentrated all in-vehicle

negotiations in light of a decline in market prices for displays for

FY 2013 net sales were 614,567 million yen, operating

display production at the Tottori Plant, closing the G3

medium price-range smartphones.

income was 27,624 million yen and ordinary income was

amorphous silicon (a-Si) production line at the Ishikawa Plant

19,072 million yen. Because we recognized deferred tax

in March 2014.

Automotive electronics, C&I and other category

assets related to net operating losses carried forward, net

The automotive electronics, C&I and other category includes

income was 33,918 million yen.

Mobile device category

display panels for automotive electronics, consumer

The mobile device category includes display panels for

electronics devices such as digital cameras and game

robust due to an expansion in the market for smartphones

smartphones, tablets and conventional mobile phones. FY

consoles and industrial equipment such as medical devices.

and tablet devices. Given this environment, JDI’s business

2013 consolidated sales in this category were 476,616 million

Income from patents is also included. FY 2013 consolidated

grew favorably. During the fiscal year, demand from major

yen, accounting for 77.6% of total sales.

sales in this category were 137,951 million yen, accounting

The small and medium display market in FY 2013 was

customers increased, sales of high-resolution Full HD displays

for 22.4% of total sales.

In FY 2013, we recorded strong growth in sales of such

expanded, business with Chinese customers grew and we

high-resolution displays as 5-inch Full-HD (1,080 x 1,920 pixels,

began shipments of the world’s first high resolution LTPS

441 ppi) that utilize JDI’s advanced LTPS LCD technology. Also,

along with an increase in the number of display panels

displays for tablets. To cope with rising demand for high-

we began shipments of LTPS displays for tablets in the second

installed per vehicle led to favorable sales of automotive

resolution displays, JDI commenced mass production on the

quarter. The fourth quarter, however, experienced weaker sales

electronics displays. Conversely, shrinkage in the markets for

new line at the Mobara Plant in June 2013 along with other

due to seasonal factors. The fourth quarter was also affected

digital cameras and game consoles due to expansion of the

initiatives to bolster its future-oriented corporate structure.

by shipment delays of certain products at the request of

smartphone market resulted in reduced sales of C&I

customers as well as reduced shipments due to difficult price

displays, year on year.

In addition, as part of its strategy to strengthen the

In FY 2013, strong automobile sales in the US and China

Net sales by application category

Depreciation cost *1

R&D expenses*2 *3

Capital expenditure

(Billion yen)
600

(Billion yen)
80

(Billion yen)
20

(Billion yen)
160

476.6
400

294.5
200

0

162.8

FY 2012

60
40

138.0
FY 2013

64.2
38.1

20
0

FY 2012

FY 2013

17.2

15

15.7

80

5

40

FY 2012

FY 2013

Mobile devices
Automotive electronics, C&I and other

*1 Depreciation cost includes amortization of goodwill and non-operating depreciation cost.
*2 R&D expenses are a total of expenses booked in COGS and SG&A.
*3 In FY 2012 the pre-merger companies each used different methods to calculate R&D expenses, but FY 2013 figures for R&D expenses were roughly the same as FY 2012.

121.5

120

10

0

150.5

0

FY 2012

FY 2013
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Major News
OCTOBER 2013

APRIL 2013

4

5

6

7

Strengthened production
capabilities with G6 LTPS line
and an acquisition

8

9

Began mass production of
hi-resolution LTPS LCD for tablets
JDI started mass producing LCD modules
that satisfy the need for tablets to have
high-resolution and low-power consumption
displays. The IPS mode
realizes wide-viewing
angles and high-quality
images.

JDI started mass production at its new
G6 front-end manufacturing line for
LTPS LCDs, the largest LTPS line in the
world. To meet the increase in panel
production, JDI acquired an 81% stake
in back-end assembly company Nanox
Philippines Inc., making it a subsidiary.

JUNE 2013

SEPTEMBER 2013
Generation-specific mother glass substrate sizes
1850 mm
1500 mm

4.13

1500 mm

1300 mm

730 mm

0.18

600 mm

G2.5
G1 0.30

0.64

10

11

*Numbers in white
indicate a size comparison
when G4.5 is set as 1.

12

Established Taiwan
Display Inc. (TDI) as a
subsidiary

This new company in Taiwan
was established to expand our
business in the growing
Chinese market. TDI is
focused especially on the
high volume, middle price
range smartphone market.

Resolution acronym
Pixels

2.90

920 mm

JDI began mass production of ultra-low power
consumption memory-in-pixel (MIP) reflective-type LCD
modules. Because the modules consume very little
power, they are suitable for such products as wearable
devices, which are not recharged for long periods.

NOVEMBER 2013

G6

G5.5

G4.5
720 mm
1.00
G3.5

Launched production of the ultra-low
power consumption memory-in-pixel
reflective-type LCD module

Pixel Eyes™, a display module with touch
panel functionality integrated into the display
panel, is made with JDI’s proprietary
technologies. This technology contributes to
user interface diversification including
pen-input, thinner form factor and better
visibility.

Japan Display, Japan
Display West, Japan
Display Central and Japan
Display East merged and
began operations as a
single entity
2013

JANUARY 2014

Began mass production of 5.0-inch
Full HD Pixel EyesTM

HD720

ppi*(5-inch)

720 x 1,280

294

FHD

1,080 x 1,920

441

WQHD

1,440 x 2,560

587

4K2K

3,840 x 2,160

-

*ppi: Pixels per inch.

2014

1

2

3

Moved in-vehicle display
production to Tottori Plant

As a part of our automotive display business
strengthening strategy, JDI closed Ishikawa
Plant’s G3 amorphous silicon (a-Si) LCD line
after shifting its automotive display production
to Tottori Plant’s G4 a-Si line, and
consolidated all automotive display
development, design, manufacturing and
quality assurance functions in the Tottori Plant.

MARCH 2014

Listed on the First Section of
the Tokyo Stock Exchange

MARCH 2014

Topics
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FY 2013 Product Development

2D switchable 12.2-inch 3D display

JDI developed displays not only capable of
switching between 2D and 3D images but also
changing the viewing direction of the 3D images
using a variable parallax barrier technology. By
synchronizing this technology with a
head–tracking system that follows the position of
the viewer’s head, an optimized 3D viewing area
is achieved.

Advanced display prototypes “Innovation Vehicles
2013” for tablet and automotive applications

JDI is developing technology platforms called "Innovation Vehicles" to
showcase our state-of-the-art technologies on the forefront of
technological development. It serves to bridge our customers with our
latest technologies.

12.1-inch 4K2K LCD module

JDI developed a 12.1-inch 4K2K (3,840 x 2,160
pixels) LCD module, the world’s highest resolution
density (365 ppi) display designed for tablet use.
The display allows users to enjoy precise and
dynamic images within the resolution range of
Full-HD smartphones, with a screen
reen that is
approximately 4 times larger.

7.0-inch Wide-QXGA (1,600 x 2,560 pixels) display for tablets

5.2-inch real Full-HD OLED display

JDI developed 5.2-inch full-HD (1,080 x 1,920
pixels) or 423 ppi OLED displays. The display with
high-resolution LTPS backplane consists of a
white OLED device and a color filter with a true
Full-HD RGBW sub-pixel arrangement.

A high-resolution (432 ppi) WhiteMagic™ display for tablets consumes
almost 60% less power than conventional RGB LCD panels. This touch
functionality integrated new Pixel Eyes™ display with a narrow border
of 1.0 mm and a module structure of only 1.17 mm enables smooth pen
input of 1.0 mm diameter.
Reflective 7.0-inch Wide-UXGA (1,200 x 1,920 pixels) display for
full-color moving images

The novel optical design which optimally scatters reflected light
enables a white display comfortable to read. Full-color (26K) moving
images can be displayed with ultra-low power consumption and high
resolution of 321 ppi.
High image-quality, curved-surface touch display for vehicles

IPS-NEO is adopted for true-black and beautiful color appearance at
any viewing angle. This curved-surface display increases the level of
freedom for interior designers. Pixel Eyes™ enables touch operation
while wearing gloves.

5.4-inch WQHD LCD module designed
for smartphone use
JDI developed a 5.4-inch WQHD (1,440 x 2,560
pixels) LCD module. The world’s highest resolution
density of 543 ppi allows users to enjoy precise and
dynamic images.

Review2014
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Our Businesses
JDI leads the world as a small and medium display maker

Displays are classified into two size categories, “large”
displays used in televisions and PC monitors and “small
and medium” displays used in smartphones, tablets,
digital cameras and other devices.
Holding the rare industry position of “specialized
small and medium display manufacturer,” we work to
increase our share and presence in the global
marketplace using our state-of-the-art technology and
production capabilities.

Smartphones/Tablets

PCs

Large displays

Digital
signages

Mobile device category

Mobile devices (smartphones and tablets)
JDI provides advanced LCD modules that satisfy the various demands of
sophisticated mobile devices, including high resolution, wide viewing angle,
low power consumption, thinness and lightness, narrow borders and
highly-sensitive touch functionality. Also slated to commence are shipments
of semi-customized display modules for middle price range smartphones
mostly for the Chinese market.

7.0-inch WUXGA
(1,200 x 1,920 pixels)
LCD module for tablets

5.0-inch Full-HD
(1,080 x 1,920 pixels)
LCD module for
smartphones

Automotive electronics, C&I and other category
Automotive

Display market

TVs

■JDI Display Product Lineup

Automotive
electronics

Small and medium
displays

Digital cameras/
Game consoles
Medical and industrial
equipment

Displays of varying shapes are being installed in vehicles in recent years
including center information displays (CID), instrument clusters, head-up
displays (HUD) and more. These products ensure passenger safety by
providing high optical properties that allow users to read indications with
ease even under a bright sun or in the darkness of night, with operability in a
wide range of interior temperatures, among other features.

12.3-inch LCD module (1,440 x 540 pixels)
for automotive instrument panels

Digital cameras and games

JDI provides displays for high-end digital cameras including WhiteMagic™
for bright, easy to view displays even in outdoor environments, which is
enabled by high luminance without increasing power consumption, and
high-resolution LCD modules that satisfy the needs of users who demand
high quality photos.

3.0-inch LCD module (640 x 480 pixels)
for digital cameras

Medical and industry

To enable accurate readings, displays for image diagnostics equipment
for CTs, MRIs and mammography, which are becoming increasingly more
widespread at medical treatment facilities, have to deliver a wide viewing
angle, high gradation expression and high contrast.

21.2-inch LCD module (2,048 x 1,536 pixels)
for medical devices

What’s JDI?
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Small and Medium Display Market
A growth market where product-specific customization and speed of innovation are vital

Small and medium displays, and technologically high value-added advanced products
among them, represent a growth market in contrast with the mature large display market.
These markets have vastly differing characteristics. Smartphones and other devices in
which small and medium displays are embedded, for example, have relatively short
lifecycle and their displays are the key differentiating factor. In this regard, JDI possesses
two important capabilities: the ability to quickly and continually create technologies that will
differentiate our products from others and the ability to customize each product to meet
the required functions and specifications. Presently, there are only a limited number of
manufacturers, including JDI, capable of stably supplying high-resolution small and
medium displays. Ultimately, this market has an extremely high technological entry barrier.

Market growth of small and medium displays *1 *2
(Billions of dollars)
100

78.0
9.0

75

49.5

50

Advanced small and
medium displays

19.9

CAGR

18.1%
UP

10.8
17.4

25

49.1

21.3

0

2013
2018 (Forecast) (Year)
Advanced small and medium displays
(LTPS + OELD + oxide semiconductor)
Other smartphones + tablets
Others

Comparison of advanced small and medium displays vs. large displays
1. Need for customization
2. Level of technological difficulty
3. Final product replacement frequency
4. Price per unit area

Small and medium > Large

Small and medium > Large
Small and medium > Large
Small and medium > Large

*1 Source: NPD DisplaySearch (April 2014)
*2 Market for displays 9-inch or less and for tablets over 9-inch and in-vehicle displays.

Added-value created
not by production
equipment but with
advanced technologies
and know-how

Difference in market growth potential

Market growth of large displays*1
(Billions of dollars)
100
75

CAGR

0.7%
UP

50

80.0

82.8

2013

2018 (Forecast)

25
0

*1 Source: NPD DisplaySearch (April 2014)

(Year)
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JDI Strengths (1)

Leading technology obtained by combining complementary technologies of 3 companies
Combining technology that has led innovations

HITACHI
IPS

Wide viewing angle technology

TOSHIBA

SONY

LTPS

Integrated touch
functionality
(In-cell technology)

High resolution technology
High production yield process

Low power
technology

Technologies that are expected to lead innovations
LTPS

Higher resolution

・Full-HD
・WQHD

Progress of touch solution

Wide color gamut

・Vivid color
・Reality

・Stress free input
・Passive stylus
・New UI/UX

Thin module

IPS-NEO

High contrast ratio
Wide viewing angle

・Deep black
・High quality

・Stylish design
・Room for large battery

Low power consumption

・Longer battery life

Narrow border

・High quality design

What’s JDI?
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JDI Strengths (2)
Expanding business by leveraging 4 core technologies

High resolution

LTPS

Low Temperature Poly-Silicon, or LTPS, TFT has become the crucial display
backplane technology for manufacturing advanced mobile displays. Crystallized LTPS
TFT has higher electron mobility than conventional a-Si TFT while manufacturing
complexity is also higher.
LTPS technology makes cost reduction in manufacturing of high-resolution LCDs
possible by achieving high production yield and embedding touch functionality or LCD
driver circuitry into the cells. By guaranteeing luminance, always
an issue with high-resolution displays, this technology reduces
power consumption while delivering thinner designs and narrow

borders by integrating functions as noted above.

JDI inherited from Toshiba Mobile Display the LTPS
technologies honed over many years to produce
state-of-the-art LCD panels.

High image quality

IPS

The In-Plane-Switching, or IPS, mode LCD, pioneered by Hitachi and developed by
Hitachi Displays, suppresses color distortion when viewing the display at an angle,
one of the shortcomings of LCDs. This technology aligns the liquid crystal molecules
in a plane parallel to the glass substrate, achieving the widest viewing angle possible
and the least color shift among available liquid crystal materials such as twisted
nematic (TN) and vertical alignment (VA).
IPS mode LCDs are widely used for smartphones, digital cameras, portable
game consoles, medical and industrial devices, and recently
automotive electronics.
IPS-NEO™ employs JDI’s unique photo alignment (PA)
manufacturing process for IPS mode LCD to replace the

conventional rubbing process. More uniform alignment of liquid
crystal molecules achieved through the PA process improves
the visual performance of IPS LCDs.

Low power consumption

WhiteMagic™ is an LCD module using a Red-Green-Blue-White, or RGBW, pixel
arrangement instead of the conventional RGB pixel arrangement and a backlight control
system that reduces the power consumption and/or improves the brightness of images.
The “low power mode” of WhiteMagic™ reduces backlight power consumption by
approximately 50% while producing brightness
equivalent to that of conventional RGB LCD modules.
The “outdoors mode” improves outdoor visibility by
roughly doubling display brightness without increasing
power consumption.
LED
To prevent deterioration in image quality
caused by the addition of white pixels, WhiteMagic™
analyzes input picture data and performs
suitable signal processing using a specially
developed algorithm.

INPUT
Ri
Gi
Bi

Backlight Control
RGBW
Conversion

OUTPUT
Ro
Go
Bo
Wo

WhiteMagic™ was developed and commercialized by Sony.

Thinness and lightness

Pixel Eyes™ is an LCD module with capacitive multi-touch functionality integrated into
display panels. The product eliminates the need for an external touch panel, which
contributes to a reduction in the thickness and weight of
devices. It also delivers enhanced touch sensitivity,
improvements in the contrast ratio and brightness of associated
panels and lower panel reflectivity.
Moreover, Pixel Eyes™ can generally be produced at
lower cost than a display module with discrete touch panel due
to the elimination of the touch panel and back-end production
cost for affixing it.

Review2014
What’s JDI?
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JDI Strengths (3)

Advantages of specializing in small and medium displays and the world’s greatest LTPS production capacity
Advantages as a specialist

LTPS production capacity

Strengths of pure-play display manufacturing

LTPS production capacity

■ Can

benefit from the growth of the overall market and
do business with a broad range of customers because
we don’t produce end products or compete directly
with customers

K sheets per month
(quarterly average, G4.5 equivalent)

World-class
customer base

■ Close

collaboration in advanced product development
as a partner to customers

Technological
capabilities
that continue to
lead innovation

■ Possibility

of strong alliances with component and
equipment manufacturers

Mobara
G6 50K (plan)

Mobara G6 Plant
LTPS (excluding Mobara G6 Plant)

Mobara
G6 operation
startup

207
142

Nomi
G5.5 operation
startup
172

179

187

Q4 FY12

Q4 FY13

Q4 FY14

108
At integration (April 2012)

Strengths as a manufacturer specialized in small and medium displays*
■ Pioneering,

concentrated
investments in state-of-the-art
capacity for small and medium
display production
■ Focus engineering resources
on small and medium displays

By the end of FY 2013, JDI had realized the world’s

Positioning of the four majors in
the advanced display market*

World’s largest
highly efficient
LTPS capacity

Specializes in small
and medium displays

JDI
Vertically
integrated
manufacturing

Company A

largest production capacity for LTPS LCD panels.
In FY 2014, we plan to expand capacity at the Mobara
Plant’s G6 line to 50,000 sheets per month in order to
meet rising demand for high resolution displays.

Pure play
display
manufacturing

Company B
Company C
Handles small,
medium and large displays
*The positioning is based on the opinion of JDI.

R&D
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(1) System and Policy

“Live Interface” is a Window Connecting
People with the Others, and People with
the World of Information
We develop displays to create interactions between
people and the world around them. To make the
interactions more exciting, more beautiful and more
inspiring, we want to provide active “Live Interface” for

R&D flow

Universities research institutes/
Technology ventures/ Corporate R&D

Technology scouting
Imagine the future
Search for (latent) needs

Seeds
search

Equipment and materials
manufacturers

Development of product technology
and production technology

Examine value
Develop business models

Technology
deployment

Product
development

the world.
We commit ourselves to explore our imagination
and utilize our knowledge to go beyond the current
limits. That is how we create new values continuously.

End-users/Relevant services
Industrial designers/UI designers/
Experts and academic institutions/
International and domestic
venture capital, etc.

Technology marketing

Innovation
Vehicle

Sales promotion

Needs search

Innovation Vehicle 2013

Innovation
Vehicle
We want to propose our new technologies
for our customers to clearly and easily
understand the values of the technologies.
For that purpose we created
demonstrations with the latest technologies
and refer to them as Innovation Vehicles.
We want to accelerate our technology
developments and stimulate our customers’
imaginations. We continuously evolve
Innovation Vehicles as motif devices that
serve to bridge our customers' products
and our technologies.

For tablets
Displays for tablets featuring our new version of
WhiteMagic™ and IPS-NEO™ have the same-level power
consumption, thinness, and narrow border as smartphone
panels. The advanced Pixel Eyes™ enables easy input
even with an ultrafine pen (Φ1mm).
・High resolution and high image quality: 7-inch WQXGA
(1,600 x 2,560) 432 ppi
・Low power consumption: 640mW
(average power consumption of backlight)
・Thin panel stack and narrow borders: Just 1.17mm thin with
1.0mm borders

Automotive series
Automotive displays featuring
IPS-NEO™, which realizes true-black
appearance. They meeting strong need
for curved panels with Pixel Eyes™
which enables operation while
wearing gloves.
CID (Center Information Display)
・Curved Touch Display
・12.0 inch, 2,560 x 1,440

Reflective color
Our proprietary light control technology
and WhiteMagic™ achieve bright and vivid
reflective colors. They also are able to
display high resolution moving images.
・High resolution: 7-inch WUXGA
(1,200 x 1,920) 321 ppi
・Full color movies: 6 bit color display @ 60fps
・Vivid reflection: contrast ratio 1:30; Color gamut
(NTSC) 30%; reflectance 30%

R&D
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(2) Future Technologies

Imagination and Creativity
From Display Device to Live Interface

CITY GUIDE

The 7 Values Embodied
in the Live Interface

CITY GUIDE

Sharable

We imagine a future of display and concluded it is
omnipresent interface that provides natural and

Natural

intuitive interactions with information. As information
and communications technology evolves, an interface
linking people with information will become more

18

Vivid
Omnipresent

76°
F

important than ever. We have defined the seven

Freeform

values that will make the interface more useful,

Casual

prompt and powerful deliver information without

Lifelong

interfering our thinking.

Development Themes
1. Presentation and expression

2. Zero power consumption

High resolution LTPS:
Fineness that exceeds gravure pictures quality

WhiteMagicTM :

3. Natural and intuitive operations

IPS-NEO TM :
LCD technology supporting high picture quality

Reflective color:
High resolution full color moving images

Reduction in backlight power consumption

EyesTM :

Pixel
Thin structure display with highly sensitive
in-cell touch sensor

4. Zero gram design
High resolution OLED display
Sheet display

Photo alignment

Orientation
membrane

Orientation direction
Glass substrate
IPS-NEO(Unique photo alignment method)

Effective Backlight Power Consumption
(relative value)

Reduction in Backlight Power Consumption
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Conventional WhiteMagic
2013

TM

WhiteMagic
201４

TM

Future

High resolution OLED display
(5.2-inch FHD 423 ppi)
Next generation Pixel EyesTM

Sheet display
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Corporate Governance

Corporate governance is among JDI’s top

General Meeting of Shareholders

management priorities, and we go to great lengths to
ensure that our management is efficient and sound.

Appoint/Dismiss

Appoint/Dismiss

Report

Heading these efforts is the Board of Directors, which
together with the Executive Officers represent an

A robust audit function monitors the execution of
business operations by Directors and Executive
Officers as we strive to continuously enhance our
corporate value.

Audit

Board of Directors
［Directors］

operational execution system that assures swift
decision making and transparent business activities.

Establish/Change/Abolish

Appoint/Dismiss/Direct

Human Resources
Development Committee

areas of responsibility. The Management Committee
acts as a consultative body for the President and Chief
Executive Officer, and the actions of Directors and
Executive Officers are overseen by the Board of

Independent Auditor

Cooperate

Audit

Finance Committee

Representative Director
(CEO)

Appoint/Dismiss Direct/Supervise

Consult

Respond
Cooperate

Management
Committee

Instruct

Report

Executive Officer in
Charge of Compliance

Cooperate

Executive Officers

Audit

Internal Audit Department

Direction
Direct/Supervise

Compliance Committee
Instruct/Enforce

Company Auditors and the Independent Auditors, who
monitor and check the design and operation of internal
controls from an independent perspective.

Cooperate

Submit for
decision

The Board of Directors, which consists of members
Executive Officers, who carry out operations in specific

Report

Board of Company Auditors
［Company Auditors］

Participate/Appoint

Corporate Governance System
elected in general meetings of shareholders, appoints

Appoint/Dismiss
Report

Employees Responsible for
Promoting Compliance

Individual organizational units and subsidiaries

Audit/Provide guidance
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Risk Management System / Information Disclosure System

Information Disclosure System

Risk Management System
All business activities inevitably entail risks. JDI,

countermeasures are also incorporated in the formulation

To earn the trust of stakeholders and promote

therefore, believes that achieving company objectives

of medium-term business plans and budgets.

responsible management, we practice information

requires the establishment of policies for addressing

In Business Continuity Planning (BCP), we

disclosure that emphasizes fairness and transparency.

risk; the performance of risk identification, analysis,

incorporate risk management by anticipating scenarios

The timely disclosure standards of the Tokyo Stock

and assessment; and proper risk management.

such as natural disasters, public health emergencies,

Exchange and JDI’s disclosure policies are clearly

information telecommunication crises and accidents;

communicated throughout the Group, and an intra-group

risk. The table we have developed classifies (as large,

identifying impacts with regard to customers, suppliers

communication system ensures that company

medium or small) the impact and materialization

and other aspects of the company’s supply chain; and

information that is potentially disclosable is reported to

likelihood of risks to organizational units, and rates

taking advance measures to enable the minimization of

the officer responsible for information disclosure.

risks (as high, medium or low). Using this information,

impacts and the achievement of rapid recoveries.

A risk assessment table is one tool for addressing

Information that is subject to timely disclosure

we review and prepare countermeasures for risks

standards is disclosed via the Tokyo Stock Exchange's

assessed as “high” and inform employees about them

Timely Disclosure Network (TDnet). Other information

after management approval. The risk assessment table

is posted on JDI’s website, publicized in advertisements,

is revised annually, and rules and systems have been

released through the issuance of various types of

established to prevent risks from materializing and

printed materials, announced in press conferences or

minimize the impacts of any that do.

briefings, or disclosed through other appropriate means,

The Operating Committee, which comes together
in weekly meetings chaired by the President and CEO
and attended by the Executive Officers and plant
managers, hears reports on the entirety of the
company’s operations, identifies risk factors, and
reviews the status of risk prevention and impact
minimization measures. Risk analysis and risk

depending on the nature of the content.

R&D
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Environmental Activities (1)

Environmental Targets and Achievements
In FY 2013, the second year after our merger, JDI started unified
activities by adopting common indicators for environmental targets and
establishing overall target values for domestic areas. We achieved the
Slogan

A clean earth for the next generation

targets laid out for FY 2013 for all items, and we will continue to
implement our initiatives from FY 2013, and in FY 2014 we will aim to
achieve new targets. Starting in FY 2014, we now include our Nomi
G5.5 line, which is characterized by high energy efficiency and high
water reuse rate, in the targets. (Mobara G6 line has yet to be included.)

Mission

At Japan Display Inc.
we recognize that protecting the earth’s environment is a
critical challenge shared by all of humanity.
We aim to grow together with society, expressing our
respect for people and the environment through the small
and medium display products and services we provide.

Reduction rates for basic units*1(Baseline: FY 2012)
FY 2013
Reduction
target ratio

FY 2014
Results

Reduction
target ratio

Emissions of energy-derived CO2*2

1.7%

9.0%

20.0%

Amount of water received

4.7%

8.0%

27.0%

Emissions of the priority controlled
chemical substances*3

2.0%

17.0%

7.0%

Emissions of waste, etc.*4

3.9%

6.8%

5.0%

*1 The basic unit is calculated using our proprietary standards that are based on panel size.
*2 The CO2 emissions coefficient from electricity is 0.476 t-CO 2/MWh (receiving-end CO2 emissions
basic unit for FY 2011 announced by the Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan).
The other conversion factors are from the Act on the Rational Use of Energy and the Act on
Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures.
*3 The priority controlled chemical substances refer to 36 substances selected as being subject to
priority control efforts.
They include volatile organic compounds (VOC) and PRTR targeted substances, and constitute
the bulk of the substances that we use and emit.
*4 Waste, etc. = General waste + Industrial waste + Valuables

R&D
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Environmental Activities (2)

Environmental Aspects Associated
with Business Activities
Our business activities involve inputs such as energy
and resources and the creation of products, which are
accompanied by outputs such as CO2, waste and so
on. These inputs and outputs are regarded as
environmental aspects within ISO 14001. An overview
is shown in the figure below.
The basis of our environmental improvement
activities lies in reducing the amount of inputs and
outputs, and we work to address such activities by
determining each of these items for every area in a
detailed manner.

Input

Output

Energy

CO2

Electricity (purchased power) 879,363 MWh
Electricity (solar power)
124 MWh
City gas
15,058,000 m3
Heavy fuel oil
6,738 kL

Energy-derived CO2
Greenhouse gases

487,335 t-CO2
74,714 t-CO2

Waste water

12,273,000 m3

Water

13,177,000 m3

Chemical substances
Priority controlled chemical
substances

Business
Activities

12,775 t

Notes:
1. Starting from FY 2014, Nomi G5.5 line has been added
to the scope. As a result, 6 domestic plants are included
in the above figure.
2.The range of greenhouse gases is PFC, HFC, and SF6
(the target substances of the Act on Promotion of Global
Warming Countermeasures).

Chemical substances
Priority controlled chemical
substances

366 t

Waste, etc.

19,198 t

Industrial waste
General waste
Valuables

11,417 t
422 t
7,359 t

Improvement Case Examples
Reducing CO2 Emissions through the
Installation of Greenhouse Gas Abatement
Systems (Mobara Plant)

Changes in the Clean Room Humidification
Process (Tottori Plant)

Clean rooms in our plants are controlled at a set temperature
and humidity, with steam generated from a boiler that runs on

For the operation of our new G6 line, we have installed

city gas used to control the humidity. To this humidification

abatement systems for the greenhouse gases used in our
manufacturing processes in an effort to cut down on our

External view of a heater abatement system

emissions of CO2. Also we have reduced emissions of greenhouse

process, we recently added a spray humidifier in some areas
that directly sprays pure water inside the clean rooms to

Spray humidifier

humidify them. This has allowed us to reduce the amount of

gases by using a heater abatement system.

steam from the boiler (thus reducing the amount of city gas),
while also reducing the air conditioning load by using the cooling
effects of the vaporization heat when the spraying is performed
External view
of a plasma
abatement
system

(thus reducing the amount of electricity). At the same time, this
has also allowed us to realize cost reductions of approximately
9 million yen per year.

Humidification conditions through
spraying
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Business Risks

The following events may influence JDI's business results,
financial condition, share price performance or other matters related to the company:
• Economic conditions

• Foreign currency exchange trends

• Trends in the small and medium display market

• Delays in acquiring, denial of access to, a decline in quality or price
hikes of raw materials & parts (subcontracted products), along with
a steep rise in energy costs

• Adverse conditions in the competitive environment
• Product sales price declines
• Market conditions or seasonal factors
• Rapid changes in technology
• Changes in the consumer preferences
• Possible failed investments in research and development
• The impact of the manufacturing line capacity utilization rate, yields or
product quality
• Dependence on specific product types or customers
• Possible failed business alliances, strategic partnerships or
company acquisitions
• Lawsuits or other legal actions
• Changes in intentions or condition of Innovation Network Corporation of
Japan (INCJ), JDI's primary shareholder

• Manufacturing or sales, important to overseas business
development, are hindered by the local legal or business environment
• Events that might have adverse consequences for
the procurement of financing
• Unavoidable fixed asset impairment losses
• Difficulties hiring highly skilled employees or management personnel
• Malfunctions in internal management controls that affect financial reporting
• Unauthorized disclosure of private or other confidential information
• Issues affecting intellectual property rights
• Changes in environmental or other legal regulations
• A determination that deferred tax assets cannot be recovered
• Accidents or disasters

Data
Consolidated Balance Sheets

(Million yen)
Mar. 31, 2013

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and deposits
Notes and accounts receivable
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Merchandise and finished goods
Work in process
Raw materials and supplies
Other receivables
Deferred tax assets
Other current assets
Total current assets
Property, plant and equipment:
Land
Building and structures
Machinery, equipment and vehicles
Lease assets
Construction in progress
Production supplies, tools and others
Less: accumulated depreciation
Property, plant and equipment, net
Intangible assets:
Goodwill, net
Other intangible assets, net
Intangible assets, net
Investments and other assets

(Million yen)

Mar. 31, 2014

69,855
95,446
(168)
33,869
10,713
18,361
44,996
237
10,831

141,390
97,146
(177)
25,340
48,340
16,903
23,403
20,211
5,928

284,140

378,484

11,032
162,418
364,036
39,812
63,039
54,057

11,091
171,564
407,926
93,414
36,724
58,602

694,394
(405,203)

779,321
(435,541)

289,191

343,780

23,697
12,845

22,115
12,843

36,542

34,958

5,267

1,753

Mar. 31, 2013

Mar. 31, 2014

115,786
8,552
9,258
1,128
4,422
86,659
56,881

101,581
4,524
8,552
23,454
709
5,212
66,780
44,091

282,686

254,903

Long-term debt, excluding current portion
Retirement benefit obligations
Lease obligations, excluding current portion
Other liabilities

26,188
22,541
22,244
9,361

17,354
31,232
48,635
1,707

Total noncurrent liabilities

80,334

98,928

363,020

353,831

Liabilities
Current liabilities:
Notes and accounts payable
Short-term borrowings
Current portion of long-term debt
Current portion of lease obligations
Income tax payable and others
Accrued bonuses
Advance receipts
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities

Total liabilities

Net assets
Shareholders' equity:
Common stock
Preferred stock
Capital surplus
Retained earnings
Treasury stock
Total shareholders’ equity
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Total accumulated other comprehensive income
Noncontrolling interest
Total net assets

Total assets
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Consolidated Balance Sheets / Statements of Income

615,140

758,975

Total liabilities and net assets

108,850
6,500
115,343
15,274
(541)

90,356
6,500
257,053
49,193
(304)

245,426

402,798

6,580
-

10,565
(8,874)

6,580

1,690

114

656

252,120

405,144

615,140

758,975

Consolidated Statements of Income
Mar. 31, 2013
Sales, net
Cost of sales

(Million yen)
Mar. 31, 2014

457,378
410,399

614,567
543,282

46,979

71,285

45,196

43,661

Operating income

1,783

27,624

Other income:
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain, net
Subsidy income
Rental fee
Fiduciary obligation fee
Negative goodwill
Reversal of restructuring costs provision
Other income

210
6,814
7,065
734
2,928

104
1,015
469
753
639

Total other income

17,751

2,980

975
1,006
752
3,719
3,423
3,460

2,815
1,939
1,539
2,330
5,239

13,335

13,862

Income before income taxes

6,199

16,742

Income tax expense-current
Income tax benefit-deferred

2,760
(466)

2,938
(20,465)

2,294

(17,527)

3,905

34,269

Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses

Other expenses:
Interest expense
Foreign exchange losses
Depreciation expense for idle assets
Compensation for supply contract
Loss on inventory write down
Impairment loss
Loss on claims
Other expenses
Total other expenses

Total income taxes
Net income

Data

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Mar. 31, 2013

Table of contents

(Million yen)

(Million yen)

Mar. 31, 2014

Mar. 31, 2013

Mar. 31, 2014

More detailed financial information.

Cash flow from investing activities

Cash flow from operating activities
6,199

16,742

Acquisitions of property and equipment

（150,507)

（121,477)

Depreciation expenses

35,812

62,126

Proceeds from sales of property and equipment

1,412

-

Amortization of goodwill

2,251

2,067

Additional purchase price payments to
previous shareholders

(2,656)

-

Acquisitions of subsidiaries, net of cash and
cash equivalents acquired

(3,069)

(1,101)

(626)

(337)

(155,446)

(122,915)

Net increase (decrease) in short-term debt

(4)

4,254

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt

541

-

Repayment of long-term debt

(8,552)

(8,834)

Repayment of lease obligations

(5,829)

(19,609)

21,962

57,713

Proceeds from issuance of common stock

693

122,733

Acquisition of treasury stock

(541)

-

Proceeds from sale of treasury stock

-

288

Other, net

1

(4,555)

8,271

151,990

3,555

2,753

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

(173,291)

71,535

Beginning balance, cash and cash equivalents

243,146

69,855

69,855

141,390

Income before income taxes

227

-

3,719

-

-

2,330

Loss on claims

3,423

-

Negative goodwill

(7,065)

-

975

2,815

Net losses on disposals of machinery and equipment
Impairment losses
Loss on inventory write down

Interest expense

(111)

(9,343)

(5,477)

(304)

(601)

-

(9,986)

7,000

(27,696)

(22,797)

3,706

(22,007)

Decrease in accounts receivable-other

-

21,999

Decrease in accounts payable-other

-

(7,549)

(5,195)

(4,326)

-

12,718

(18,095)

(19,883)

3,500

6,543

Foreign exchange gain, net
Decrease in retirement benefit obligations
Decrease in accrued bonuses
Decrease (increase) in notes and accounts receivable
Increase in inventories
Increase (decrease) in notes and accounts payable

Decrease in accrued expenses
Decrease in consumption tax receivable
Decrease in advances receipts
Other, net

97

Dividends and interest received

215

Interest paid

(992)

Claims paid

(2,423)

-

Settlement amount paid for litigation

(4,480)

(2,083)

Special termination benefits paid

(5,811)

-

Income and other taxes paid

(1,766)

(4,466)

-

837

Income taxes refunded
Net cash used in operating activities

（29,671）

（2,809)

39,707

24

Other, net
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flow from financing activities

Proceeds from sale and leaseback of machinery
and equipment

Net cash provided by financing activities
Foreign currency exchange effect on cash
and cash equivalents

Ending balance, cash and cash equivalents

Download financial information (PDF)

JDI website

Data
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Corporate Profile

Outline (as of March 31, 2014)
Business start:
Securities code:
Business:
Headquarters:
Employees:

April 1, 2012
6740 ( Tok yo stock exchange fir st section)
Development, production and sales of small and medium display devices and related products
7-1, Nishi-shinbashi 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105-0003, Japan
16,046 (consolidated)

Directors and Auditors (as of June 24, 2014)
Representative Director and President:
Director:

Shuichi Otsuka
S huji A r u g a

Outside Director:

Koichiro Taniyama

Executive Managing Director, Innovation Network Corporation of Japan

Outside Director:

Yoshimitsu Kobayashi

President & CEO, Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation
Chairperson, Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Outside Director, Tokyo Electric Power Company

Outside Director:

Katsuhiko Shirai

Chairperson, The Foundation for the Open University of Japan
Executive Adviser for Academic Affairs, Waseda University
Outside Director, NTT Corporation

Outside Director:
Auditor:
Auditor:
Outside Auditor:
Outside Auditor:

Hiroshi Kanno
Kazuo Kawasaki
Yukihiro Sato
Youichi Etou
Toshiaki Kawashima

Professor, Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy, Hitotsubashi University

Executive Officers (as of July 1, 2014)
Chief Executive Officer:
Chief Operating Officer and Chief Business Officer:
Chief Financial Officer:
Chief Strategy Officer:
Chief Business Officer:
Chief Technology Officer:
Chief Business Officer:
Chief Administrative Officer:
Procurement Division Manager:
Module Product Division Manager:
Manufacturing Division Manager:

Shuichi Otsuka
Shuji Aruga
Yasuhiro Nishi
Hiroyuki Ohshima
Hideya Sakaida
Yoneharu Takubo
Yoshiyuki Tsukizaki
Takao Yasuda
Isao Fukui
Ka zutaka Nagaoka
Sadahiro Numazawa

Lawyer
Certified Public Accountant

Data
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Business Locations

Worldwide

Japan
Fukaya Plant

JDI Korea Inc.
JDI Europe GmbH.

JDI Display America, Inc.

JDI China Inc.

Ishikawa Site

Tottori Plant

Headquarters

Suzhou JDI Devices Inc.
Suzhou JDI Electronics Inc.

Mobara Plant

JDI Taiwan Inc.
Taiwan Display Inc.
Kaohsiung Opto-Electronics Inc.

Ebina Office
Higashiura Plant
Western Japan Office

Headquarters

Shenzhen JDI Inc.
JDI Hong Kong Limited
Nanox Philippines Inc.

Sales Subsidiary
Manufacturing Subsidiary

Front-end manufacturing plant
Mobara Plant:
Fukaya Plant:
Ishikawa Site:
Ishikawa plant
Nomi plant
Higashiura Plant:
Tottori Plant:

G6 LTPS and G4.5 a-Si/LTPS
G3 LTPS
G4.5 LTPS
G5.5 LTPS
G3.5 LTPS
G4 a-Si

Data

Ownership and distribution of shares

Number of shares
Total number of authorized shares:
Total number of shares issued:
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Stock Information (as of March 31, 2014)

1,840,000,000
601,387,900

Number of shareholders:

Japanese securities firms

81,567

Foreign institutions
and individuals

19.7%

Major shareholders
Name of Shareholders
Innovation Network Corporation of Japan:

1.2 %

Number of shares

Shareholding ratio (%)

214,000,000

35.6%

Goldman, Sachs & Co. Reg:

12,505,000

2.1%

Sony Corporation:

10,700,000

1.8%

Toshiba Corporation:

10,700,000

1.8%

Hitachi, Ltd.:

10,700,000

1.8%

UBS AG London A/C IPB Segregated Client Account:

8,563,452

1.4%

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account):

7,416,700

1.2%

MSIP Client Securities:

7,178,434

1.2%

Chase Manhattan Bank GTS Clients Account Escrow :

6,250,000

1.0%

BNY for GCM Client Accounts (E) BD:

6,080,331

1.0%

Japanese individuals
and others

29.1%

Japanese financial
institutions

3.7%

Other Japanese
corporations

46.3 %

Category
Japanese individuals and others
Japanese financial institutions
Other Japanese corporations
Foreign institutions and individuals
Japanese securities firms

Number of Shareholders

Number of Shares Held

79,253

175,047,056
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22,107,900

1,957

278,835,800

284

118,345,362

38

7,051,782
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